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A competitive, adaptable and
inclusive Army; imbued with
a warrior spirit and an unwavering
will to win; where people feel they
belong; and where their talent is
nurtured, health positively
promoted, and opportunity
maximised
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DEVELOP - NURTURE - ACHIEVE
This is the concept at the heart of the People Strategy.
The Army’s people are developed, their talent is nurtured,
and they are given the opportunity to achieve great things.

Army People Strategy
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Our Challenge

The people challenges of today are framed by the changing character of conflict in
the information age, fierce competition for talent, and a workforce cost inflation which
continues to outstrip forecasted resources. Balancing these fundamental tensions
requires a more transformative strategic approach that truly values our people as our
ultimate capability.
To meet tomorrow’s challenges, we need great organisational agility through a
workforce which is increasingly skilled and better represents society, whole force by
design; drawing from Regulars, Reserves and Civil Servants. Our employment offers
must remain attractive; adopting differentiated approaches for unique skills and
the needs of our people. The Offer needs to work for all and must engage our soldiers
and officers more effectively.
This strategy has been developed in concert with both the Army Iterative Strategy
and the Defence People Strategy, it therefore reflects the objectives of the latter:
•
•
•
•

Creating sustainable workforce structures
Maximising the use of our talent
Creating employment models that access and retain our troops
A stronger People function

In line with the Army Strategy, it will be iterative, however, it is designed to simplify
what is inherently complex - people - and provide a framework for achieving our vision
and detail what is being done to support our soldiers and their families.
Our Vision. A competitive, adaptable and inclusive Army imbued with a warrior spirit
and an unwavering will to win; where people feel they belong; where talent is nurtured;
where health is positively promoted, and opportunity maximised.
Develop - Nurture - Achieve. This is the concept at the heart of the People SubStrategy. The Army’s people are developed, their talent is nurtured, and they are given
the opportunity to achieve great things. This will be done through six themes.
Themes.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Career pathways - modern, inclusive and attractive. (Supported: Project Castle)
TACOS - benefits of Service life. (Supported: Pers Policy)
Full Strength - capable, resilient and sustainable Whole Force. (Supported: Pers Strat)
Maximising Talent - fulfil our potential. (Supported: Project Castle)
Health and Well-being - physical and mental well-being. (Supported: SHA)
An Inclusive Culture - one team. (Supported: Pers Policy)

The themes are encased in a wrap of understanding, engagement and
communication, and supporting us is our family: our comrades, our loved ones, our
charities, those that matter to us.
Our Main Effort will be the creation of a capable, resilient and sustainable Whole Force;
Full Strength.

“

People, in every manifestation, are our top priority. Achieving full manning,
modernising our approach to career structures and individual development,
and ensuring our culture is suited for the future are key.

”

CGS, General Staff Conference 2019
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DEVELOP - NURTURE - ACHIEVE

2018

2019

2020/2021

WE HAVE DELIVERED /
CONTINUE TO DELIVER

WE ARE DELIVERING

WE ARE PLANNING

• ‘Your Army 19’ recruitment
campaign
• Soldier Recruitment Expansion
• FRIs for R SIGNALS & REME
aircraft technicians and
artificers
• Reserve Attendance and Pay
Service (RAPS)
• Introduction of the Engineering
Professional Recognition Award
(EPRA)
• Influence on Joint policy for pay,
pensions and allowances
• External Placements (Industry
and Academic)
• The Army Higher Education
Pathway
• Ongoing delivery of 43 different
apprenticeship programmes,
with over 14 000 starts each
year
• Initiated Chartered Manager
Degree Apprenticeship trial for
60 SNCOs
• ACSO Authority for Comparable
Activities not categorised as
Adventurous Training or Sport
• Established enduring contract
to deliver ATC Accreditation
• Sexual Harassment Survey
2018
• AFCAS, RESCAS & FAMCAS
• Unit Climate Assessments
• Army Shaping activity on
DSTL’s Future Workforce &
Human Performance Prog
(FWaHP)
• Personnel Horizons Project &
Research Gap Analysis

“

• Flexible Service (FS)
• OPSMART implementation
• Project UNDERSTAND –
Personnel Insight Capability
• Personnel Insight Portal
• Refined Behaviours & D&I
training
• Musculoskeletal Injuries 2
project
• Field Army’s Empowerment
programme
• Occupational Health Review
• Army Health & Wellbeing
Champion
• MND(P) optimisation project
• Medical Risk & Entry
Standards Review
• Discover My Benefits App
• Army Leadership Development
Programme (ALDP) launch
• Defence Learning and
Management Capability
(DLMC)
• Army Technical Entry Scheme
• Ground Close Combat Physical
Employment Standards
• Soldier Conditioning Review
• Modernising the entire
apprenticeships programme
• Army Mentoring Handbook
published
• Army Parents Network
established
• Network Support hub at Initial
Operating Capability
• Prog CASTLE define phase
completed
• Increasing Medallic
Recognition
• Increased Personnel DLoD in
Capability Planning
• Social Mobility Employer Index
placed 55 out of Top 75

• The Armed Forces Recruiting
Programme (AFRP)
• Prog CASTLE Blueprint
delivery & implementation
• Prog CASTLE trials: Retaining
Talent for Longer, Variable
Engagement Lengths and
Lateral Entry
• Future Accommodation Model
(FAM) Pilot 2020-2022
• OPSMART - development
• Implementing the 2018 Sexual
Harassment Action Plan
• Sexual Harassment Survey
2020
• Non-Ground Close Combat
Physical Employment
Standards
• Woman in Ground Close
Combat Research Programme
complete 2021
• ALDP Incremental roll-out plan
to the Field Army (harmonised
with the promotion year)
• Professional and Personal
Development Plan (PPDP)
Implementation
• Further development of Army
Mentoring initiative
• 2020 BAME and Female
inflow targets
• Network Support Hub FOC
in 2020
• Implementation of the Defence
Inclusion Strategy and
supporting Levels of Ambition
• A Scenario based Annual
Behaviours training package

The Army has been recognised in the Inclusive
Top 50 Employers List 2018, ranked 27.

”
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CAREER PATHWAYS - 21ST CENTURY CAREERS FOR 21ST CENTURY
By ensuring an attractive, contemporary and sustainable career the
Army can be foremost in the battle for talent. Programme CASTLE seeks
to accelerate a generational change in the way that our Army manages
talent by designing a system which maximises the value our personnel get from and give to - the Army.

WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE?

PROGRAMME
CASTLE

Since autumn 2018, the CASTLE team has engaged with over 1200 soldiers and
officers, and external agencies, to identify those areas of the personnel structure
which should be preserved, and those which are misaligned.

A COMPETITIVE ARMY OF MOTIVATED,
S
AND RESOURCEFUL PROFESSIONAL

CAPABLE

WHAT IS ONGOING AND WHAT IS TO COME?
For the remainder of 2019, Programme CASTLE, in close collaborative partnership
with Defence, Army HQ, Field Army and Home Command, will create the Army
Talent Framework and develop candidate projects for trial. These include:
• Retaining Talent for Longer. Considering extended service for selected individuals
with specialist KSE, such as experienced Capability & Acquisition staff, Information
Manoeuvre operatives and qualified Ammunition Technical Officers, ranging from an
additional year to serving to aged 60.
• Variable Engagement Lengths. Considering offering shorter minimum engagement
lengths to targeted trade groups.
• Lateral Entry. Looking to bring in personnel with niche transferrable skills to fill
targeted manning gaps and enhance capability.

ATTRACTIVE,
CASTLE: DESIGNING

INABLE
MODERN AND SUSTA

MAXIMISING TALENT - DEVELOPING POTENTIAL

CAREERS

Career
Management

Simplicity and
Coherence

People
Capability

Value and
Reward
Strategy
Transparency
and
Empowerment

Competency
Framework

Spectrum of
Service

Maximising Talent encompasses the overall development of our
people; their professional and physical development, and also
their personal learning. This includes a comprehensive range
of accredited civilian career courses (including apprenticeships and higher
education opportunities) and extensive support to PT, sport and AT. Access will
also be made available to a diverse range of learning opportunities, such as external
civilian organisation placements.

Capability
Groups

Career
Structures
Professional
Development

Defence
Interfaces
Evaluation and
Assessment

WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE?
• Apprenticeships. The British Army is one of the largest providers of apprenticeships
in the UK, offering 43 different apprenticeship programmes, ranging from Level 2 Level 6 with 14,300 soldiers currently on programmes. ACSO 3232 refers.
• External Placements. This programme provides up to 32 industrial placements and
both full time and part time post graduate academic courses that give our people the
opportunity to develop academic and professional skills in line with the Army’s
skills gap. ACSO 3231 refers.

APPRENTICES
HIPS
IN THE ARMY

Over 7,500
complete a
British
Army Appren
tice Program
each year
me

Leads to a
guaranteed
job with
starting salary
of over £18K

Over 40 accredi
ranging from ted roles
IT to engine
from caterin
ering,
g to healthc
are
The British
Army
people to exceptio inspires ordinary
nal achievem
through world
leading training. ents

An employe
r provider of
quality
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Programmes
for over
11 years, the
British Army
forward looking
is
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at home and
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overseas.

SEARCH
ARMY APPREN
TICE

ADR007927

“

Programme CASTLE seeks to accelerate a generational change in the
way that our Army manages talent.
Director Programme CASTLE

”
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• The Army Higher Education Pathway (AHEP). AHEP provides access to
undergraduate and postgraduate qualifications for officers. Learning is integrated
with existing career courses with over 300 learners on programme. ABN 94/18 refers.
• Accreditation Opportunities. Across the suite of pan-Army career courses
for Officers and Soldiers, there is a full and progressive range of accreditation
opportunities to support effective transition into civilian employment. This includes
trainer, leadership, coaching and mentoring skills qualifications and a full range of
widely recognised academic qualifications up to a Masters’ Level and beyond.
ACO 2019/04 refers.

WHAT IS ONGOING AND WHAT IS TO COME?
ARMY SKILLS OFFER

Qualifications

that make you shine
www.army.mod.uk/qualifications

The Soldier Career
Development Handbook

A Guide to Comprehensive Training and Education - March 2017

“

• The Chartered Management Degree Apprenticeship (CMDA). This trial now
has two cohorts of 30 SNCO students, with a third cohort planned for late 2019.
• The Army Mentoring Capability. This is being developed, enabling opportunity
and support for personnel to take part in both formal mentoring schemes with
external partners, as well as semi-formal and informal mentoring schemes internal
to the organisation.
• Talent technology. Talent technology is being developed and will be trialled to
complement existing Career Management processes in order to provide fulfilling
career opportunities across the spectrum of Career Fields.
• Army Leadership Development Programme (ALDP). ALDP seeks to deliver the
next generation of trained and competent NCOs, capable of providing strong
leadership and thriving in the complex demands of the future operating
environment. The programme develops NCOs as leaders who have the opportunity
to grow their professional skills through a deliberate, progressive and sequential
process that incorporates training, education and experience.
• Professional and Personal Development Plan (PPDP). PPDP is an MOD owned
initiative to better integrate individual professional and personal development with
extant processes that includes the appraisal process. It is anticipated that the PPDP
will benefit the Army through increased skills and motivate the individual through
focused investment.
• Army Technical Entry Scheme (ATES). ATES will replace Welbeck and the
Defence Technical Officer Engineering Entry Scheme (DTOEES) for the Army.
It will form part of the Defence STEM Graduate Inflow Scheme (SGIS) that will
offer appropriate and relevant technical training that fulfil the Army’s STEM
requirements.
• The Defence Learning and Management Capability (DLMC). DLMC is
designed to transform the management and delivery of training and education
through a modern, sustainable pan Defence digital service that combines the
current TAFMIS and DLE platforms.

In 2019 the Army was awarded a Stonewall Top 100 place
for helping achieve acceptance of LGBT+, rising
33 places from 2018 (84th to 51st place).

”

Army People Strategy

FULL STRENGTH
Failure to stabilise the workforce is a strategic risk to outputs and morale.
Improving Army strength levels is CGS’s top priority and requires a whole
Army approach. The Army Personnel Campaign was launched to address
this and is underpinned by a unified Army & Capita partnership.
The lived experience of our personnel will also be improved in order to retain a
committed and motivated workforce. The key areas of focus are: job satisfaction;
personal development; professional fulfilment; the opportunity for excitement and
adventure; comradeship and support to the family.

WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE?
• Soldier Recruitment expansion. We have increased the upper age limit for
recruitment to 36 and implemented Commonwealth recruitment to increase the
workforce and recruit from a broader range of talent.
• ‘Your Army 19’ recruitment campaign. This has seen a large increase in the
applications to join the Army.
• Women in Ground Close Combat. Combat roles and cap badges were fully opened
to female officers and soldiers in 2018.
• Army Civil Engagement. Army engagement includes extensive activity, supported by
the Diversity networks, focusing on BAME and faith communities to raise awareness
of the opportunities provided in the Armed Forces.
• Medically Non-Deployable (Permanent) optimisation project. This project
adjusted the retention standard for Capt and WO2s to MND(P), allowing the Army to
retain experienced individuals who would have otherwise been discharged.
• An Engineering Professional Recognition Award (EPRA). Rewarding those who
attain professional registration.

WHAT IS ONGOING AND WHAT IS TO COME?
• The Personnel Campaign Plan (PCP). The PCP seeks to maximise recruiting
opportunities and efforts and is the primary focus for Commander Home Command.
• Medical Risk & Entry Standards Review. This is being conducted by the Senior
Health Advisor Army to confirm the policy is optimised for the Army.
• Empowerment. Commander Field Army has initiated an Empowerment programme
to mitigate the effects of tempo, encourage initiative and improve the lived experience.
• Increasing Medallic Recognition. Work is ongoing to deliver the Wider Service
Medal which formally acknowledges the changing character of warfare.
• Personnel better integrated in Capability Planning. The Personnel Strategy team
is now integrated with the capability planning process. A personnel planning factors
annex is now a permanent addition to the Capability Management Sub-Strategy.

“

The Army was listed in the Business in The Community
Best Employers for Race list 2018, winning the Public Sector
Recruiting Award.

”

|
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• The Armed Forces Recruiting Programme (AFRP). AFRP will deliver a single,
common Tri-Service recruiting operating model. It will deliver a fast, efficient and
engaging experience that reflects the needs of candidates and their gatekeepers,
which makes candidates feel valued and part of the team from the outset.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE (TACOS)

FLEXIBLE
SERVICE

TACOS are the agreements between a soldier and the Army on how
the soldier will be employed and what the Army will provide in return.
TACOS combined with the lived experience is referred to as ‘the offer’.
Prior to joining, each potential soldier assesses whether the offer - personal to
them - outweighs the commitments of life in the Army, and how this competes with
external offers for employment outside the Army. This evaluation of the offer changes
throughout a career and is unique to each individual.

r Applicants
Guide for Regula
Command
and the Chain of

WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE?

FIT TO FIGHT
THE NEW GCC PHYSICAL
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS
WHAT IS GCC-PES

Ground Close Combat (GCC) Physical
Employment Standards (PES) ensure
physical ability of Army personnel
the
aligns to the physical requirement
PES standards reflect the acceptable
of the role.
physical standards to safely and
complete essential tasks.
satisfactorily

WHAT IS RFT(S)

Role Fitness Test Soldier (RFT(S))
replaces the current AFT to become
test. RFT(S) testing will be role-related,
the in-Service
gender and age free, reflecting
most physically demanding task
the essential,
required to perform the specific
role successfully RFT(S) Consists of the following.

ROLE FITNESS TEST (SOLDIER) (ANNUALLY)
1: LOADED MARCH

Infantry/RAC:
4km tab with 40kg
within 50 mins
followed by a further
2km with 25kg in
15 mins
16AAB/Para:
4km tab with 40kg
within 35mins
followed by a further
2km with 25kg in
12 mins 30 secs

4: WATER CAN CARRY
Simulates
moving with a
stretcher.
Carry two
22kg cans
over 240m
in 4 mins

1 TO 6
2: FIRE & MOVEMENT

3: CASUALTY DRAG

Twenty 7.5m tactical bounds
controlled by a PTI,
followed by a 15m crawl
and 15m sprint in 55 secs

5: VEHICLE CASEVAC
70kg lift,
hold for
3 secs

Creative Media Design ADR008193
ADR008178

“

110kg bag
pulled over
20m in
35 secs

6: REPEATED
LIFT & CARRY
Shifting bags
weighing
20kg
20 times
over a 30m
distance
in 14 mins

• Flexible Service (FS). FS allows a better work-life balance and offers greater choice
to how our people serve. People can apply to work part-time and/or restrict their
separation for specified periods. AGAI 44 refers.
• Discover my Benefits App. The Discover my Benefits App enables you to learn
and understand the support and benefits available to you in your Regular or Reserve
career and is unique to your current personal circumstances.
• Reserve Attendance and Pay Service (RAPS). RAPS allows the automated
processing of pay associated with attendance, replacing paper record-keeping.
• Financial Incentives (FIs). Numerous FIs are available and are updated annually.
These include for R SIGNALS & REME aircraft technicians and artificers.
• BMI tolerance changes. A potential soldier/officer is now able to attend a
conditioning course to aid them in reaching the required BMI to the Joint Service
Standard and allow them to commence Basic Training. AGAI 40 refers.
• Role Fitness Tests. We have changed the entrant standards and in-service standards
for physical fitness to link them to specific roles within the Army. These ensure that
Service Personnel have the appropriate physical fitness for their role; they are not a
lowering of the physical standards.
• Reserves. We have re-issued the rules for Senior Soldier Entry for Reserve Soldiers
who wish to commission into the Reserves and created a new post to support the
management of the Army Reserve Reinforcement Group (ARRG).
• Non-UK personnel. New policy has been developed to enhance the level of
support to non-UK Service personnel and their families from eligible countries.
This particularly focuses on visa and immigration status, acknowledging a long
tradition of serving with distinction. AGAI 50 refers.

Those who serve our nation make incredible sacrifices and we are
extremely proud to be able to support them and their families in even
the smallest of ways.

”

Scot Gardner, Chief Executive, Cisco UK & Ireland on signing the Armed Forces Covenant

Army People Strategy
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WHAT IS ONGOING AND WHAT IS TO COME?
• Army Renumeration work. Continuous influencing activity on Joint policy for pay,
pensions and allowances ensuring the Army’s requirements are fully established
within the review frameworks.
• Future Accommodation Model (FAM). The FAM pilot begins in Aldershot in 2020.
FAM is reviewing the current accommodation model and aims to improve choice
in where, how and who you live with, through widening eligibility and entitlement
without reducing the overall accommodation subsidy.
• Enterprise Approach. The MOD led Enterprise Approach is the development of a
long-term, collaborative solution with industry that seeks to share capability and
ideas. The first step, to be piloted in 2020, will involve RLC drivers on an extended
placement programme with industry gaining considerable skills and experience.

HEALTH & WELLBEING
The Army is focused on optimising physical and mental wellbeing, and
building on existing high standards that maximise deployability. This
is achieved by ensuring the correct medical entry standards, plus the
physical employment standards, are adhered to and supported by through-career
healthcare provision, health promotion and injury prevention (both physical and
mental). Key major initiatives in these areas are the Musculoskeletal Injuries 2
(MSKI2), OPSMART and Unit Alcohol Advisor projects.

MENTAL
RESILIENCE
TRAINING

Psychological Skills Handbook

WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE?

All eligible personnel

See MATT 2 for the

in the Army (Regular

details.

1: BROAD JUMP

A horizontal jump
from a standing
position. To assess
lower limb explosive
power.

4: 100M SHUTTLE SPRINTS

ote

The Army won the ‘STEM in Defence’ and the
‘Inspirational Award’, with an additional 6 finalists
at the Women in Defence Awards 2018.

”

5: PULL-UPS
Completed using over
grasp grip. To assess
upper body strength.

the SCR from 1 April

6: 2 KM RUN
2km best effort run
following a group
warm-up. To assess
aerobic capacity.

ADR008193
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3: HEX BAR DEADLIFT
A basic deadlift using
a Hex bar. To assess
lower limb strength.
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Creative Media Design

and Reserve) will undertake

2: SEATED MED BALL

A seated weighted
throw with
a 4kg Med Ball. To
measure
explosive upper
body
strength.

5 x 20m sprints. To
assess
lower body explosive
power
and anaerobic capacity.

INDIVIDUAL

• OPSMART. The Optimising Performance through Stress Management and
Resilience Training (OPSMART) is a through-life stepped education and learning
programme for all personnel which will be delivered throughout 2019-20 and
includes Mental Resilience Training (MRT) and the Army Mental Health Awareness
Training (AMHAT) courses.

“

THE SCR

WHO MUST DO IT

Tr

WHAT IS ONGOING AND WHAT IS TO COME?

FIT TO FIGHT
THE NEW SOLDIER
CONDITIONING REVIE
W
WHAT IS

The Soldier Conditioning
Review (SCR) is a
diagnostic tool. It
gender & age free
uses a series of gym-based
strength and conditioning
conditioning of an
exercises to
individual across
all the components indicate the overall physical
of fitness.
As part of the Army
Physical Training
System,
and weaknesses across
all these components. the SCR is designed to highlight strengths
physical training will
Modernising the Army’s
enable PT Staff to
approach to
and conditioning
programmes to ensure adjust and optimise individual and
unit strength
military tasks and
the required standards
operations.
are maintained to
support

t
en

• Physical Employment Standards (PES). The Army’s new PES have been designed
to ensure that individuals maintain the right level of fitness to meet the physical
demands of role. Ground Close Combat (GCC) PES was implemented throughout the
Army from 1 Apr 19.
• The Soldier Conditioning Review (SCR). A gender & age free Strength and
Conditioning diagnostic tool. It uses a series of gym-based exercises to indicate the
overall physical conditioning of an individual across all the components of fitness.
• Unit Alcohol Advisors (UAAs). A course has been developed to provide UAAs with
the ability to conduct in-house alcohol awareness training and cascade Practioner
training, as mandated in AGAI 63. ABN 096/19 refers.

PERFORMANCE
RESILIENCE TRAINING
OPTIMISING (HUMAN)
MANAGEMENT &
THROUGH STRESS
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AN INCLUSIVE CULTURE - ONE TEAM
An inclusive culture ensures all personnel are united by common values
and strong bonds across the Army, providing an unparalleled sense
of belonging. This is realised in the Army Diversity & Inclusion (D&I)
Framework, which promotes inclusion; driven by good leadership and underpinned
by clearly understood core values and standards. This D&I framework will deliver
whole-force inclusion to set the tone of how the Army operates, and will enable every
individual to more fully understand, and consider, all aspects involved with behaviour
and culture. The D&I Framework will improve active integration with our training and
employee support networks (e.g. the Army Champions).

DIVERSITY &
USION
INCL
BRITISH ARMY
IN THE

D&I NEWSLETTER

- SPRING 2019
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WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE?
• Visible Commitment. The Army attracts talent from a diverse base and recognises
individuals’ strengths in an environment where these strengths are maximised. As
an acknowledgement of this, the Army has recently signed the Business In The
Community Race At Work charter and the Women In Defence charter.
• 2018 RMAS Female STEM event. This attracted national recognition with the
organiser winning a Women in Defence award and had a positive impact on showing
the Army as a diverse employer who provides wide opportunities for all.
• Sponsorship of female organisations. The Army sponsors England Netball and Girl
Guides UK, running a number of joint events with these organisations.
• Understanding Disability. A Commander’s and Line Manager’s Guide to
Understanding Disability has been produced outlining responsibilities and
signposting further information sources. Booklet code AC64666.

WHAT IS ONGOING AND WHAT IS TO COME?

AC 64666

• Sexual Harassment Survey 2018 Action Plan. The plan continues to be implemented,
and linked to improving behaviours projects, it aims to deliver an environment where
unacceptable behaviours are minimised and reported.
• Empowerment. The Army will develop the conversation on culture and build better
tools to deliver an inclusive culture, in which individuals live the Values and Standards
(V&S), challenge inappropriate behaviours and feel empowered.
• Improving Behaviours. Projects will continue to refine Behaviours and D&I training,
all supported by the Dilemma App. This work plans to deliver Bystander training,
Consent training, Respect For Others training and Unconscious Bias training.
• Evolved Behaviours Training. Work will be done to merge the D&I and V&S MATTs
to deliver an annual Behaviours package focused on scenario training and small
group discussion work. Training will be supported by continued delivery of Climate
Assessments, Army Mediation, the Speakout helpline and the professionalisation of
the Army Networks through the establishment of the network support hub.
• Sexual Harassment Survey 2021. The survey will be repeated in 2021 to measure
improvements and effectiveness of the work strands.
• Transition. From cadets to veterans and including families, the Army considers us
Values and Standards
of the British Army |
1

FOREWORD

By the Chief of the General

VALUES AND
STA ND ARD S

OF THE BRITISH ARMY

Staff

The British Army has
earned a worldwide reputation
for excellence, a
reflection of the quality
of those who serve and
have served. Values are
about character and spirit;
Standards define our
actions and behaviour.
Our operational effectiveness
depends upon upholding
them both.
Our war fighting doctrine
is based on mission command,
dependent on mutual
which is
trust between leaders
and those they lead.
When Values are declared
and followed, they form
the basis of
that trust. Values are
specific beliefs about
what is important and
unimportant, good and
bad, right and wrong.
Values form the basis
how we make judgements
of
and decisions about all
we do and do not do.
Our Standards guide
the practical application
of our Values, ensuring
that everything we do
is Appropriate, Lawful
and Professional.
Teamwork is essential
for a strong military force.
In combat we put
our lives in the hands
of our teammates; we
depend on each other.
Such trust is developed
from strong bonds of
mutual respect and
confidence in each other
to do the right thing.
Our government, and
the British public, entrust
us with the application
of lethal force; that
sets us apart from the
rest of society. It demands
a higher standard of
behaviour than that which
is expected of those who
are not soldiers at all times whether on
or off operations, on or
off duty.
War is always violent,
visceral and chaotic. But
the character of conflict
changing and becoming
is
more complex and dynamic
with the boundary
between war and peace
increasingly blurred.
Living our Values and
Standards is ever more
important, providing
the moral compass against
which to judge the most
appropriate actions. They
are at the very centre
of what we do and define
who we are. They are
the bedrock, the guiding
principles that remain
constant, whatever the
situation.

I expect every soldier
to live by our Values
and Standards, to approach
every day with an open-minded
attitude that sees the
potential in
everyone and refuses
to allow unacceptable
behaviour. This is how
we seize the opportunities
that mission command
offers. Remember
that the standard you
walk past - without taking
any action - is the
standard that you accept.

“

The Army Apprenticeship programme is one of the
largest employer provider programmes in the UK.

”

CGS, DSEI

Army People Strategy
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‘one team’. We continue to support considerable MOD efforts in transitioning
serving soldiers to veterans. JSP 100 on Transition is due for release in 2019 and will
streamline and clarify the process for serving soldiers to transition to continued and
valued service as an Army Veteran.
THE CONTINUOUS S
ATTITUDE SURVEY
(CASS)
FAMCAS

RESCAS

AFCAS
that they
of Regulars report
team when
can rely on their
things get difficult
- can you?

Has your spouse/civil
you
partner encouraged
to stay in the Army?

of Reserves are satisfied
unit
with their weekly
your
activity - What’s
week like in unit?

WHAT DO YOU THINK

Project UNDERSTAND aims to build a persistent ‘Personnel Insight Capability’
within the Personnel Directorate to understand, access and use the vast array of
data available in a coordinated effort to support the development of more effective
and better evidenced personnel strategies and policies. Project UNDERSTAND will
be founded on 2 distinct workstreams: Core and Fusion. Core will create a strong
data foundation of personnel systems of record; Fusion will bring together various
data sources into a Common Operational Picture to understand why our people
take certain actions and will inform development of strategic interventions and
personnel policy.

www.tools.mod.uk/survey-ch

did

wanted them to

leave

were neutral

All log in tokens
use your service number.

?

AFCAS - For Regular Personnel

OUT NOW
- CLOSING 18TH FEBRUARY 19

(CASs) provide
Attitude Surveys
personnel,
The Continuous
Regular and Reserve
this feedback from
families.
and regular personnel’s
your say please
If you want to have samples of these
in the
check if you’re
link:
surveys at the following

HOW ARE WE IMPROVING OUR UNDERSTANDING?

of your spouses

RESCAS - For Reserve Personnel

LAUNCHES EARLY JANUARY
- CLOSES 18TH MARCH 19
FAMCAS - For Spouse/Civil Partner
of Regular personnel

LAUNCHES LATE JANUARY
- CLOSES 29TH APRIL 19

ecker.html

code
or scan the QR
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ON YOUR FEEDBACK
INFORMATION
WILL BE MORE
IT
WHERE THERE
DOING ABOUT
AND WHAT WE’RE
@mod.gov.uk
TO THE ARMY
t-APRC-Survey
please email: ArmyPers-Stra
To find out more

COMMUNICATIONS
Communicating with our people about new and revised personnel policies is central
to the outputs of the Personnel Directorate. In doing so, we fully support our people,
enhancing their lived experience and optimising their physical and mental fitness
and performance.
PERSONALITY

DELIVERY

THE ARMY BRAND

The Personnel Directorate has developed an iterative Communications plan that
aligns with the Army’s Communications, Marketing and Engagement (CME) 2019/20
strategy and policy. All outcomes will be tied to one of the CME theme priorities:
People, Purpose, Innovation and International, with People being the ‘golden thread’
that runs through all planned activity. We will widely communicate our continued
commitment to investing in our people and their families, to develop confident,
capable and intelligent soldiers and officers, ready to meet every challenge.

ATTRIBUTES

VALUES

HOW ARE WE IMPROVING OUR COMMUNICATIONS?

This layer defines how
we communicate and
message everything we
do.
DIRECT DECISIVE
HUMAN
If the brand were a person,
this is how
you would describe them.
CONFIDENT
AND BRAVE
Critical, enduring themes
encapsulating the Army’s
purpose,
ethos and culture and
PROTECTION
providing
the brand’s centre of
Protect the Nation
gravity.

Differentiating indicators
that express how we
want
our stakeholders to think
of us.

ALWAYS READY
TO SERVE
MEETING EVERY
CHALLENGE
ABSOLUTE
COMMITMENT

The Values and Standards
of the Army are our internal
employees code, which
underpins the Army brand.

OPEN AND
HONEST

INTEGRITY
Do the right thing

RESPECT FOR
THE INDIVIDUAL
OPENNESS
AND HONESTY
STRONG BONDS,
SHARED VALUES

CAPABLE
AND
INTELLIGENT

INSPIRATION
Fulfil our potential

LEADERS
IN LEADERSHIP
SKILLS FOR
LIFE
OPPORTUNITY
FOR ALL

RESPECT FOR OTHERS
COURAGE
LOYALTY
DISCIPLINE
INTEGRITY
SELFLESS COMMITMENT
ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOUR
TOTALLY PROFESSIONAL
LAWFUL

THE ARMY BRAND
‘PROMISE’
The British Army is in
front. To protect the nation,
we step forward and meet
every challenge with
intelligence and integrity.
We inspire ordinary people
exceptional achievements
to
through world-leading
training. We are forwardlooking and technologically
advanced, ready for the
challenges of the future,
both at home and overseas.

ENGAGEMENT
The Army gains understanding, legitimacy and access through attraction activities,
primarily engagement and outreach, supported by communications; it develops mutual
relationships, connects the Army with society, breaks down barriers, dispels myths and
identifies opportunities for recruitment.
Army Engagement is split into 2 main areas: Employer Engagement (EE) and UK Civil
Engagement (CE). EE is the principle activity required to develop and sustain mutually

“

Working with the Samaritans Armed Forces Programme, to enhance OPSMART
and with Drinkaware to develop peer delivered alcohol support blends the best of
what they have to offer with our own potential to reach our people.

”

ADR008002

The Army must drive its decisions and policies through evidence, data and insights
which, when combined, gives the Army a rich understanding of our people.

Creative Media Design
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DEVELOP - NURTURE - ACHIEVE

WHY HAVING
RESERVISTS
IS GOOD
FOR YOUR
BUSINESS
A GUIDE
FOR EMPLOYERS

beneficial relationships between employers and the Army on People matters, such
as highlighting the benefits of employing Reservists and the employment of service
leavers. CE is a combination of outreach and information activity that connects
the Army with the nation to secure its institutional resilience through defined
Engagement objectives. The Army’s Engagement Strategic Endstate is a sustainably
manned Army, valued, respected and understood by society; an exemplar employer
with people at the professional heart; trusted and supported to deliver on operations.

HOW ARE WE ENHANCING OUR ENGAGEMENT?
The Army will enhance its reputation, as a world class employer ready to meet every
challenge, through effective engagement with its people, the Nation that it protects,
and the relationships that it builds with key stakeholders. We will continue to exploit
key strategic engagement opportunities, employing the Army Brand, capitalising on
the quality and value of Communications, Marketing and Engagement activity and
supporting Defence’s outcomes to achieve maximum effect and thus enhance the
reputation of the Army.

No matter what the family dynamic, Army life places considerable pressure on those
we love in terms of separation, mobility and welfare; it is well understood that our
personnel could not deliver what is required of them without the support of their
families. Our families must be placed at the heart of decision making across the Army
and this is realised through the Army Families Strategy, a framework to promote
fairness, empowerment and resilience, whilst ensuring that the Army remains
relevant in a context of evolving societal definitions of what constitutes a family.
We cannot achieve this alone and remain indebted to the Army Families Federation
as the independent voice of Army Families, along with many other organisations
from the charitable sector who have extensive and specialist experience of advising
and supporting the Army and its families. The extent to which Army life impacts on
a family will vary: some will be able to take advantage of the benefits Army life can
offer; others will experience challenges associated with relocation and separation;
and the most unfortunate may experience bereavement or injury. The offer to families
must be sufficiently accessible and flexible to cope with changing demands,
including from those most in need, throughout an individual’s Service, and during
the eventual transition out of the Army and back into the civilian community.

“

As a proud mum of two very energetic and slightly exhausting near-teen
boys - I recognise just how important our families are to the heartbeat of
the Army.

”

Major General Sharon Nesmith, Director Personnel

Creative Media Design ADR008219
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